


Monkey Feet is a spray 
lotion especially 
developed for climbers to 
make it easier to slip your 
climbing shoes on and 
use smaller sizes to 
improve performance.



Context
Click on the screen 
to watch the video.
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HCeb7Mr89Q


● How to break in climbing shoes: Fire, ice & water (Epic tv Climbing Daily) - 37.243 visualizations

● The alchemy of climbing shoes (Ondra) - 1.062.603 visualizations

● Breaking in climbing shoes? (Average shoes bouldering) - 10.004 visualizations

● How small should climbing shoes be & how to break them in? (Zofia Reych) - 62.004 visualizations

● Should climbing shoes HURT??? (Climbing gear tips. Robbie Phillips) - 57.601 visualizations

● How to breake in a new pair of climbing shoes (Send edition) - 8.044 visualizations

● Breaking in new climbing shoes – Bouldering (Andrew and Paul Bouldering) - 282 visualizations

● Getting rid of climbing shoe hotspots (Obsession climbing) - 41.025 visualizations

● Rock climbing: How to stretch climbing shoes (eHowSports) - 78.530 visualizations

● Climbing shoes in the oven? (Stu Smith) - 993 visualizations

● Stretching Rock Climbing Shoes (Expert Village Leaf Group) - 499 visualizations

● Cómo agrandar los pies de gato (Maccapro) - 7.400 visualizations

And also:

● 5 ways to get rid of your climbing shoe stank (Send Edition) - 4228 visualizations 

Context



1.365.550 
Visualizations about 
how to breaking in 
climbing shoes.

+



What if slip on your climbing shoes wasn't
the worst moment of climbing?



What if breaking in your climbing shoes was not
such a long and tedious process?



What if you could wear a tighter size
to gain precision without further stressing your feet?



What if you could also disinfect them and smell good?



Ey!
¡We have a product!
Let’s build a brand.





We understand climbing as a sports 
activity that leads us to constantly 
self-improvement, we compete with 
ourselves to achieve our own goals and 
overcome our own fears.

We understand climbing as a sport to share, to 
live in community and in which you enjoy with 
your partner’s success.

Brand Values

2021

Fun
In addition to a recently considered 
Olympic sport, climbing is an extremely fun 
sport. We want to have fun and encourage 
others to try it.
.

Nature Lovers

Healthy competitiveness

In nature we have lived great adventures, we 
have made friends, we have cried and 
laughed, so we can only love and respect 
nature that has given us so much. We will take 
care of and defend the environment as much 
as we can.

Partnership





Our monkey



Our monkey



Motion
Click on the screen 
to watch the video.
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9FigXyRfuY








Product









Welcome to the 
#climbolution


